Another echo of Lucretius occurs in Isidore Etymologiae 12. 2. 14 "rostrum autem proboscida dicitur, quoniam illo pabulum ori admovet; et est angui similis, vallo munitus eburno," where angui similis recalls Lucretius' anguimanus and vallo munitus eburno whimsically transforms the Lucretian image of a palisade formed by a line of elephants into the idea of an individual elephant's tusks protecting its own trunk.24 As employed by Florus (Epit. 1. 24. 16 "elephantis ad hoc inmensae magnitudinis, auro purpura argento et suo ebore fulgentibus, aciem utrimque vallaverat"), the idea seems less pointed-one of defense in general, without Lucretian reminiscence or the visual image of an array of tusks. ROBERT In the last of these lines, although commentators have given to the syntax of silvae the attention that it deserves, they have in general withheld comment on the oddity of victum Dodona negaret. Why should an acorn famine at Dodona have driven mankind worldwide to take up agriculture? Alternatively, if the famine was universal, why should Dodona in particular be singled out for special mention? In the preceding clause, no comparable specificity is applied either to acorns and arbutes or to the woods in which they failed to grow. And why should an oracle be blamed in any case for a famine for which oaks were responsible? Ancient commentators on Georgics 1. 149 fully appreciated the problem inherent in Dodona. Some of them tried, characteristically, to rationalize this problem out of existence by claiming that the prophetic oak at Dodona had the same name as the shrine (so the Scholia Bernensia and Pseudo-Probus). The correct solution, however, required a poet to perceive it. Lucan, "one of Virgil's most careful readers and adapters,"' recognized a type of metonymy that might be labeled "locus ferens Thus, our initial quandary is resolved once it is recognized that in Georgics 1. 149, Dodona = quercus by metonymy. In this case, however, an answer to one question only leads to another question, for we are next obliged to consider what might have been Vergil's intent in writing Dodona in a context that favors the noun quercus instead. To this question, the easy answer may also be the best answer. Dodona has a dual association with both Jupiter and the oak; so victum Dodona negaret could serve to imply that Jupiter was responsible for the dearth of acorns that marked the end of the Golden Age. The four lines under discussion would thus cohere with the "theodicy" immediately preceding, the major theme of which is Jupiter's responsibility for bringing the Golden Age to an end. Nevertheless, if this is the best answer, it is not on that account the only good answer.
"Unuiberhorbar das Spiel mit der Paradoxie, die im Zusammentreffen von victum negare und dem doppelt aufklingenden Laut DO (Wortstamm fur 'geben') liegt" (W. Richter, ed., Vergil: "Georgica" [Munich, 1957] 
